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Better late

Future's now
Get a heads up about
-the companies in this
year's fair - SEE Bl

Ronnie Weaver's 2 fourth-quarter
TDs lead UCF to victory -SEESPORTS,As
Hunting

MASS.WOMAN
BAGS GIANT

GATOR

~ Massachusetts 1NOman has a

rkable souvenir from South
.Maryellen Mara-Christian
a13-foot,1,025-pound
rin Lake Moultrie.Mara. said Friday that she is an
• ed hunter,butthis was her
. It took about t'NO hours to
1he gator before they could
shoot it.
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Living, le~ · g together
Nursing@Nike reaches out to freshmen
STEVEN BARNHART
Contributing Writer

This year, 32 freshmen
nursing students at UCF
are having an experience
.q uite different from their
peers, living as well as
learning as a single group.
The College of Nursing,
in cooperation with the
Department of Housing
and Residence Life, instituted the Nursing@Nike
program, a living-learning

community of nursing
freshmen, according to
Alton Austin, the coordinator of academic services
for the College of Nursing.
"We want to build a
cohort out of them, a
team," Austin said
Since
nursing
is
restricted to accepting 120
students a year, Nursing@Nike is designed to
prepare the participating
students for the application process and make

tl 1em more competitive
with the other applicants,
who usually number
around 600, he said.
While the odds of all 32
being accepted are low, the
students feel confident in
their success.
'We want to help each
other,'' said Joe Romo, one
of the participating freshmen. "We don't have to
compete against each
PLEASE SEE

PROGRAM ON A4

COURTESY ALTON AUSTIN

Nursing@Nike allows freshmen interested in the nursing program to live and
learn together in an on-campus community.
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Performing Arts Center
gets standing ovation

Freshman chosen
out of five states
MANUEL CINTRON
Contributing Writer

JACKIE GILOVOY
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

SESAME STREET LIVE
HITSCAMPUS
BEGINNING SEPT.30
Featuring the most popular
characters from the Sesame Street
TV show, Sesame Street Live will
begin at the UCF Arena on Sept.
30. It will run until Oct.3 and ·
feature live performances.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

FLORIDA PUBLIC
UNIVERSITIES MAY
ADOPT FLAT TUITION

Passing through the halls of the
Perf9pning Arts Center's music
side, you can hear students practicing their music.
But as soon as you enter a
room adjacent to someone practicing, all sound fades as if the
music stopped.
The building was made specifically for the purpose of feeling
like a musical building, yet doesn't
disturb classes or offices.
UCF's Performing Arts Center
opened Phase I, which holds
offices, classrooms and studios
and practice rooms, opened Aug.
16.
The building begins the merger of the music and theatre
departments by giving both
departments more and better
quality facilities and finally housing the programs together, music
department chair Jeff Moore said
"This merger is a big deal to
us,'' he said. "It's going to represent the abi)ity to offer students
the merging of the disciplines in

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Phase Iof the new Perfonning Arts Center, which opened Aug. 16, includes offices, classrooms and
practice rooms. Asecond phase is planned to break ground in 3-5 years.

more of a professional setting."
There has been a lot of enthusiasm by the university and the
departments for creating an entity that is the School of Performing
Arts, said Christopher Niess,
chair of the theatre department.
"It tends to give the performing arts more visibility as a larger
entity rather than seeking out

Full-time students at Florida's
public universities may soon be .
paying a flat rate for tuition, no
matter how many classes they
take. Adecision is expected to
take place by November.

WHITE HOUSE CITES
THREE FLORIDA
STIMULUS PROJECTS

•
•
•
•

The White House has cited three
Florida stimulus projects as part
of a push back against critics of
the $814 billion program.The
White House released a report
outlining 100 stimulus projects.
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each of us separate disciplines or
separate concerts,'' Niess said.
'~d really, that's the way it
should be. The performing arts
should be the gateway into the
university.
''When a university moves
from housing the performing arts
PLEASE SEE

PHASE II ON A6

Eighteen-year-old Cody Lynch
plans every day of his week
around getting to his classes in
the morning and his job at Mud
Hole Custom Tackle in the afternoon.
The freshman from Oviedo,
who just started his first full
semest~r at UCF, had to account
for one stop he hadn't planned for
on Tuesday: picking up his brand
new car from Gray's College
Bookstore.
Five months ago, Gray's began
a five-state-wide contest for students at seven of the major campuses the textbook distributor
services. Students from the University of Alabama, University of•
North Carolina, University of
Louisville, Georgia Southern University, Jefferson Community
College and both USF and UCF
have been able to enter to win a
2010 Chevrolet Aveo5.
Being able to enter as many
times as you wanted to with multiple submissions being allowed,
Lynch said says he submitted 20
to 30 separate entries.
.
"I didn't think much of my
chances, but when I took a friend
to buy books, the cashier sprung
it on me, so I entered,'' Lynch said.
Colleen O'Boyle, operations
PLEASE SEE

FRESHMAN'S ON A5

Chemistry professor -in 14th year of cancer research
DANIELLE LORD

his group of researchers are work-

Contributing Writer

ing on just that.
Belfield and his team have been
working with two-photon absorption for 14 years. This means they
are capable of using infrared lights
for bioimaging purposes, such as
early detection of tumors.
"It allows nice three-dimensional imaging capabilities. And
we realized early on there was a
huge opportunity in bioimaging,''
Belfield said "Our recent work in
the past six years has been based
on developing probes for early
cancer detection and for lysosome
selectivity."
The team is also very enthusiastic about the work they are
doing.

The American Cancer Society
expects about 1S29,560 new cancer cases in 2010. This means
roughly 1.5 million people are at
risk for their lives. Almost 1.5 milJion people will have to tell their
loved ones they may not make it
past another five years.
· Many individuals will be lucky
enough to discover the tumors in
the early stages; however some
may not be as fortunate. But a noninvasive way to detect these
tumors early on for everyone may
soon give rise in the medical
world
Dr. Kevin Belfield, professor of
chemistry and chairman of the
chemistry department, along with

PLEASE SEE

NON-INVASIVE ON A7
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Xuhua Wang, in red, Hyo-Yang Ahn and Dr. Kevin Belfield are part of a team at UCF working on
improving bioimaging techniques to help detect tumors early on.
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Sesame Street brings live
performance to UCF
Sesame Street Live,
which has come to UCF
before on an annual basis,
is a live performance ofthe
show's most popular characters.
Ticket and scheduling
information can be found
atwww.ucfarena.com.

VIPS aims to help students
decide career options·
For students who are
unsure or overwhelmed
with career decisions, the
VIPS Pass workshop will .
help students explore
potential options.
The VIPS Pass will
focus on students' values,
interests, personality and
skills in an effort to find
the most suitable career
path.
Students who attend
will be able to create a personal action plan that
include~ a major and plans
for after UCF.
The workshop will be
held from ll a.m.-noon on
Wednesday.
It will be held in room
185-C of Ferrell Commons.
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Flat tuition rate would not
consider credit hours
The university system's
Board of Governors is considering a plan where fulltime students would pay a
flat fee instead ofper credit hour.
Backers want to push
students to graduate on
time or even early. To
graduate in four years, a
student must take 15 credit
hours each semester.
·
But some students only
take four classes a semester, meaning it takes longer
for them to graduate.
Those students would pay
more per credit hour. A
few students take six classes a semester - those students would pay less per
credit hour.
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Local illustrators show off artwork through UCF studio

September 20, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 56 • 16 Pages

LEEANN ROBERTS
Contributing Writer

Throughout the month of
September, the Central Florida
community will be able to
·view an exhibition of artwork,
"Giant illustrators: Pictures
and Process;' through UCF's
Center for Emerging Media.
The "Giants," as they call
themselves, are an innovative
group of professional illustrators from the Orlando area
Visitors will be able ·to
observe the creative works of
Matthew Dunn and Victor
Davila, both UCF graphic
designers and freelance illustrators; Will Gay, creative
director of Disney's Yellow
Shoes; Anna Bond, owner of
Rifle Paper Co.; Christian
Slade, Top Shelf comics creator; Ethan Long, creator of
Disney's Tasty Time With
ZeFronk; and Chuck Abraham,
a former manager of Creative
Services at Universal Studios
Florida, illustrator for Barnie's
Coffee & Tea Co., Walt Disney
World and Coca-Cola, and
associate professor of Gra.phic
Design at UCF.
." .
"Some of the· aitists will
even have their in-progress
work, called sketches, on display," Dunn said. "This will
help visitors see the exact steps·
it takes to produce illustrations."
Founded in June 2007, the
members of Giant lliustrators
came together with the common goal of building a community of artists to ipspire an~
learn from each other, and to
raise the visibility of Central
Florida illustration.
''When I saw the works of
these artists, I was totally
inspired. But my inspirations
quicklyturnedintoanappreciatic;m of art;' senior advertising/public relations major
Melissa Crespo said ''There is
a lot of hard work that goes
into these illustration and I can
see and feel the love that these
artists have for their works."
To one artist, becoming an
illustrator involves more than
just an education.
.
"UCF gave me the opportu-
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nity to do the creative projects
Students can utilize one of
that allowed me to develop my the campus art organizations
. skills and talents," Dunn said to learn more about illustra1
''Being in school also taught tions or graphic design.
me the value of meeting dead"I recommend that stulines. However, getting a job in dents join the illustration
illustrations came from my Group and the Graphic Design
personality and portfolio, not Student Association. Both of
just an education."
them are located on the UCF
In this economy, having 'an main campus, and I am the
education may not guarantee a adviser for them," Abraham
career in illustrations, but it said "We have meetings once
does result in different job a month along with guest
opportunities.
speakers from the illustration
"I am thankful for every- and graphic design industry.
thing UCF has provided me, Interested students should
especially the opportunity to check the Vtsual Arts center
teach with my MFA degree," for upcoming events and
Davila said "Having an educa- announcements of guest
tion allowed me to receive a speakers:'
steady paycheck along with
For more information about
time on the side to freelance. It Giant lliustrators, visit giantilw.,uld be hard to survive dur- lusb:ators.tumbh:com.
ingth~ ecop.omic times as
Foi- the UCF's Center of
illustrator without an educa- Emerging Media operating
tion."
hours, go to cem.ucf:edu/ or
Davila urged students also check out their studio downto continue with their own town at 500 W. Livingston
education to reach their goals. Street.
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A $105 million highway
connecting Tampa's port
ahd downtown is expected to employ 105 people.
The $3.2' million Ocala
road in an industrial area
is creating 24 construction
jobs but is expected to
attract new businesses
that will employ 77.
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LEf USKNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an article that will be published
this fall.
Ifyou feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail us at
News.CFF@gmailcom
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:Mostly
sunny skies. Win_
ds ·
MOSTLY
SUNNY

High:92°
Low:73°

from the northeast at 10 to 20
mph.
Tonight: Clear skies.Winds ENEat
5 to 10 mph.

Tuesday

0
High:90_

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:74°

Wednesday

High:88°
Low:74°

ISOL. T-STORMS

One free copy of the Central Ronda Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approvalforSJ each. Newspaper theft
is aaime•.Y-Klfators may besubject to civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Adjunct fighting to reform school system
SAMANTHA DILDAY
Contributing Writer

'Ill

Change.
That is what the
Orange County School
Board needs, said Leona
Rachman, a UCF adjunct
professor who recently
ran for Orange County
School Board Chair.
Rachman came in second place when the votes
were tallied on Aug. 24,
but said she plans to run
again in four years.
·~bout 10 years ago, it
seemed like things were a
lot better in Orange
County," Rachman said.
"The
budget
has
decreased and had I been
elected, I wanted to set an
ethics policy in the district."
Ethics is just one of the
main issues that Rachman believes are plaguing the school board. She
also sees wasteful spending as another major
problem.
The school board
needs to live within its
means and carefully
select the projects it
approves, she said.
Rachman said she
hopes that Bill Sublette, a
former state representative and the new chairman, will focus on setting
an ethics policy, keeping
teacher positions and
saving the district money.
With four years to go
until the next election,
Rachman said she will
continue to teach reading
to seventh-graders at
Jackson Middle School in
Orange County, work at
UCF1work on getting her
doctorate degree in education and keep lobbying
legislators.
She wants to work
with state representatives for the implementation of Race to the Top, a
competitive grant program
that
rewards
schools that are working
hard to prepare students
for college, creating data
systems that measure
growth and success, hiring or retaining effective
faculty members, and
improving
low-grade
schools.
Rachman hopes to see
this program go into
action right away.
"The plan is linked to
achievement, but it
should be on top ofteachers' pay," she said "If you
start taking away from
teachers, they will leave

the educational system
and the county will be
struggling to find good
teachers for our students."
She also plans to work
with students at schools
like Evans High School to
keep them from dropping
out and to create more
educational opportunities for high school students, such as virtual
classes.
"Leona Rachman has a
tremendous amount of
experience in education;
over 20 years," said
Edward Rodriguez, a candidate for Orange County
Soil & Water Seat 2 who
supported her campaign.
"She's a person you can
trust, a person of her
word. She is, in my opinion, what Orange County
needs."
Rodriguez said he was
impressed with her passion and believes that had
she had more funding,
she could have bettered
her chances.
"She is an educator,
and that's why slw was
my candidate," he said. "If
she did it again, I would
certainly vote for her."
Jeffrey Kaplan, an
associate professor at
UCF, said Rachman
would have made great
contributions as a chairperson because of her
understanding of what it
means to be a teacher.
"Her experience as a
student and an adjunct
will help inform her
about issues and ideas Leona Rachman, an adjunct professor at UCF,says reforming the Orange County school system remains one of her top priorities.
and also working on the
school board," he said.
Rachman has spent 12 hopes to do mail-outs to
years in the classroom gain more name recogniand 10 years training tion.
She also hopes that
teachers. She received a
bachelor's in elementary her contiI;med involveeducation from the Uni- ment in school programs
versity of Alabama, a and school board issues
master's in education will keep her name in the
from UCF and is certified public eye.
Though she didn't win
in administration and
office, Rachman said that
supervision.
"To teach is to give life doesn't mean she wasn't
to learning," Rachman successful.
said "I got my master's of
"I still had voters who
education at UCF, so I supported me," she said.
Rachman earned 20
believe that UCF has
always taught me that percent of the vote, sureducation is important in passing Homer Hartage,
a former county commisyour life."
Rachman plans to sioner.
complete her doctorate
"I'm going to try to
degree in education this make our society better
summer or next fall at and create jobs, help
Nova Southeastern Uni- maintain jobs and make
versity.
us a better system," she
Rachman said she will said. ''We need to overprepare a year in advance haul the system and make
for the next election and it something great."
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Program hoping to extend to a second year
FROM Al

other."
To build the team
mindset, the participants
are required to take an SLS
class - a freshman seminar class - designed
specifically for nursing
students.
Even though their resident assistant is not a
nursing student, she still
attends the class with
them to help connect the
lessons with their practical applications. The class
is also taught in the Nike
Community Center for the
same reason. Austin said
Outside of the Nursing@Nike program, the
College of Nursing held a
retreat for the students
during the second week of
classes to allow the students to get to know each
other.
The Nike Community
is also planning on hosting
monthly
activities
designed to help prepare
the students for the application process.
One plan is to bring in
the Student Academic
Resource Center and
explain how it works, Nike
area coordinator Corey
Tickner said.
While the SLS class is
the only class all of the students have together, many
have their core classes
together too, increasing
the amount of time spent
together since they have a
ready-built study group.
This helps to foster the
group mindset, freshman
participant Nicole Hodes
said.
Tickner also credited
the contact with helping
prevent the conflicts that
usually occur in freshmen
dorms. The students are
more "likely to discuss
problems with each other
before seeking mediation
or ignoring the problems
and letting them grow, he
said.
"We've noticed a lot of
bonding among the students," Tickner said.
"They're forming a unique
community."
The students themselves acknowledge the
bond, referring to themselves as a family, going so
far as to having family dinner every Friday night,
Romo said.
Nursing@Nike grew
out of the nursing specific
SLS class implemented in
the fall of 2009. Joe
Ritchie, the executive
director of Orientation
and First Year Experience, suggested to Austin
that he talk to Housing
about making it into a
specific living-learning

i

~)

community.
From there, it developed into a third community in Nike, along with
EXCEL and LEAD Scholars. But it is still separate
from the others since it is
the only community that is
major-specific.
To get into the program, the nursing students
were simply given the
option of Nursing@Nike
when applying for housing
in the spring. The costs are
the same as for other Nike
residents, Hodes said.
The program costs the
university no additional
money beyond $500 set
aside for the special programs set up by the Nike
Area Community. That is
the standard amount given
to living-learning communities like LEAD and
EXCEL.
For now, the consensus
among the participants,
Housing and the College
of Nursing is that the program is a success.
And the hope from
Austin and the students is
that after the first year, the
program can be built into a
two-year program, with
the sophomore students
mentoring the freshmen,
Austin said.
"We have formed this
great bond, and we want
to continue together,"
Romo said:

J

PHOTOS COURTESY AITON AUSTIN

Students in the Nursing@Nike living-learning community are using all the time spent together to build a dose bond.
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Freshman's route-planning gets a bit easier
FROM

Al

manager at Gray's, said
when August came, all
the entries from all seven
stores were collected and
sent to Louisville, Ky.,
where a random entry
would be chosen.
"We were so excited
when we heard a Knight
got chosen," O'Boyle
said. ''.A local student, just
starting at UCF, and here
he is winning a car."
Relishing in the
opportunity to surprise
him, the staff at Gray's
waited until Lynch preordered a book and
called him to the store
when it arrived.
"We got the idea of
wrapping his order in
cellophane and telling
him the book appeared
damaged so he should
open it up to check it
· when he'd get here and
the keys would 1:ie
inside," O'Boyle said.
Lynch had seen the
black Chevy parked outside the book store for
some time now - and
even thought he had lost
out once or twice when it
disappeared for detailing.
When it (!ame time to
give him the keys, Lynch
arrived at Gray's to find
the car surrounded by his
name and the words,
"Congrats, you've won
this car!" painted in blue
and pink on the store
windows.
People who had
grown accustomed to
seeing the Aveo5 outside
the store immediately
realized what Lynch,
smiling and standing by
the car, meant.
'Blaring horns and
congratulatory cheers
from passing
cars
added to the surreal
atmosphere Lynch said

PHOTOS BY ALEX BREWER / CENTRALFLORIOA FUTURE

Cody Lynch, with his brother and mother, shows off the new car he won in a contest from Gray's College Bookstore. The contest induded students from seven universities in five states.

he was in.
"The next biggest
thing I've won before this
was an old TV," Lynch
said.
Lynch's mother, Debra
Cluxton, and younger
brother, Cade, joined him
at Gray's shortly after.
"I didn't even believe
him when he called me to
say he won," Cluxton
said. "I could have sworn
this was another practical joke because his
brother wouldn't stop
laughing."
Lynch's family is originally from Amarillo,
Texas, but they moved to
Oviedo 10 years ago.
Lynch said that when
it came time to look at
colleges to apply to, he

liked the idea of going to
the third largest university in the nation.
"I'm glad I did, too; it
got me new wheels,"
Lynch said.
Lynch said he isn't
sure of what he wants to
focus on at UCF yet and
though he is currently
undecided, he is considering pursuing a degree
in engineering.
During his time at
UCF, Lynch will continue
to have to plan his days
with as little as 15 minutes regularly to get
between Point A and
Point B.
But he can now count
on a fresh set of wheels
to get to where he has to
go.

The Po.Jo Live Music Pest is five great bands on
St. Joseph Bay to support the Gulf Coast-DIii

SATURDAY, SEPT 25, 2010
DANA & CHARLIE DLACK 11:loAM - 1:00PM

SOUTHERN SATISFACTION
1:30PM - 3:00PM

--SWINGIN MEDALLIONS
3:30PM - 5:00PM

THE SUBDUDES
.5:30PM - 7:30PM

HEIDI NEWFIELD
FORMERLY OF TRICK PONY
8:00PM - 9:30PM

GREAT EATS / DRINKS / FOOTBALL
Area food favorites including Paul Gant's world-famous pulled pork and
festival foods including BBQ chicken, shaved ice, desserts and more!
College Football Game Day tent with Big-Screen TV's

PET-FRIENDLY
Get your,pet out of the apartment (or your parent's house)
and onto the beach! Gulf County's top-ranked beaches,
pristine bay and PoJoLive are all pet-friendly. ·
To learn more about the bands, you can listen
to music clips, view photos and read bios at:

www.POJOMUS IC.coM
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Phase II could break ground in 3 to 5 years
FROM A1

PHASE II FACTS

in makeshift places and
finally moves them into
actual dedicated spaces,
that makes a big statement
to the community and
makes a big statement to
the university at large.''

• 600-seat concert hall
• 260-seat recital/lecture hall
• Instrument/orchestration hall
• Choral rehear5al hall
• Greenrooms and support
• 520-seat proscenium theatre
• 225-seat Black Box Theatre
• Costume shops
• Scene shops
•Prop shops
• Welding areas and other technical support
• LEED Silver Certification

Phase II
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If you look at a rendering of the Performing Arts
Cent~r and compare it
with the current set-up,
you'll notice there's something clearly missing.
Right now, there are two
parallel buildings, but the
design is a giant U. But
Phase II, where future performances and rehearsals
will take place, has not
started yet.
The entire cost of Phase
I was $25 million, said Paul
Lartonoix, the arts liaison
for the College of Arts and
Humanities. That money
came from Public Education Capital Outlay, a state
program that provides
funds to school districts ·
from taxes.
The estimated price tag
for Phase II is $65 million
dollars, which will be paid
by donations.
Niess said there are
goals for Phase II to begin
in the next three to five
years, but nothing is set in
stone yet. It depends on the
economy and the efforts of
the UCF Foundation to
bring people in.
Treymon Ellis, a sophomore music performance
major, has not heard about
the fundraiser but said
would love to help.
"If it gets the hall built
before I graduate, yeah, I
want to help," he said.
And while the students
aren't specifically going
out and collecting donations, they are participating
by sharing their performance talents to the community and potential donors
and giving building tours,

Construction and development

• Architects- HKS and Duda/Paine
• Construction'manager _:_ Balfour Beatty
• Acousticians - Kirkegaard Associates
• Theatre consultants - Theatre Projects Incorporated

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The theater side of the new Performing Arts Center gives the department offices on campus.

Niess said
"The work they do inclass is building a reputation for themselves · and
also for the future student
body who will eventually
wind up coming here," he
said. "In a lot of perhaps
slight, indirect ways,
they're participating constantly."
If performance space is
so important, why not
build those first?
Moore said it is very difficult to get the state legislature to allocate $65 million dollars for one
building in Orlando.
Instead of using the $25
million from PECO to
begin construction on a
portion of the performance
buildings, the university
started with the building
blocks of the program.
"If you went to a donor
and said, 'you could, if you
donate this money, build an
office.' They're not really
interested," Moore said.
"But if you say, 'for this
much money we put your
name on the- Rehearsal
Hall' - these are much
more attractive connec-

sound· traveled to different
tions to the community."
"[UCF]
President offices. It was chaotic.''
[John] Hitt puts it this way;'
One ofthe key factors of
Moore said. ''What we the Performing Arts Cenhave right now are the two ter was to have the right
anchor buildings, and by aeoustics for musical
having the anchor build- instruments and choir. All
ings, it shows the universi- · the rooms were designed
for sound. They are not
ty is serious about this.
"We're not just talking rectangular in shape, but
about drawings'. We're sit- the rooms are narrower
ting in this space, and you near the floor, which gives
can see the quality that it less refraction, Moore said.
"You can tune your
is.''
room depending on what
instruments you're playMusic department
The music department ing,'' he said, with the
previously resided in the acoustic fiberglass boards
first and second floors of on the wall. They can be
Colburn Hall, where three moved anywhere around
to four professors shared the room.
The rooms are not
an office and eight practice
rooms had to accommo- soundproof, but sound
date 315 undergraduate stu- does not travel into different rooms. Usually, with
dents.
One of the criticisms adjacent rooms, vibrations
against the ne~ building, travel to the floor, wall and
Moore said, is that there ceiling.
In the new building, no
were already offices, studios and practice rooms in two adjacent rooms share
Colburn Rall.
·
the same wall, Moore said.
"But that's an inaccurate Each room has its own
statement, because we had unique wall; there's insulaspaces not designed for tion and sound treatment
music over there," he said between the walls. The
"It was very loud, and vibrations in the floor don't

get into the concrete foundation, so they don't transfer into other rooms.
"So if you're standing in
the hallway, you'll hear
music coming from various rooms via the door, but
if you go to the room next
door where the sound is
.coming from, you don't
hear anything," Moore
said. ''We want sound to
come into the hallway so
you know where you are.
We don't want it to ovex:whelm where you can't
have a conversation in the
hall"
While there are only
classrooms, studios and
practice rooms available,
concerts and large ensembles continue to rehearse
in the Rehearsal Hall and
the V1Sual Arts Building.

trailers, and bbok classes
were taught around campus for the 550 majors and
minors.
"It's especially challenge for the performing
art~ because if you think
about theatre, th~atre happens in big, wide-open
spaces," Niess said.
He said that it's important that students get to
work in appropriate facilities. The theatre is unavailable for classes because
they're in constant productioIL
The new building has
better lighting and sound
equipment, and the shape
ofthe learning and practice
areas gives more and better
quality teaching, Niess
said. There are high ceilings and mirrors on the

a

walls.

Theatre department
The theatre department
previously resided offcampus on Research Parkway, where it had offices
and three studios in small,
low-ceiling spaces. The
department had a couple of

Sprung wood floors
help reduce injury, especially when students are
jumping and rolling on the
ground.
Performances continue
to take place in the theatre
by the chemistry building.
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Non-invasive tumor detection method sought:
Al

FROM

Going into one of their
labs, it's easy to see all of
the careful detail and
thought that goes into
their research. It's also
very obvious how much
they enjoy their work
Dr. Sheng Yao, senior
scientist and organic
chemist in the research
. group, shares the same
interest with Belfield in
the progress of their work
He also is working
toward the imaging portion of the research and is
hoping to better improve
what they have already
accomplished
Studies show early
detection of cancer can be
equated with a stronger
chance of survival.
"What motivated us
really is the facts and figures on cancer detection
versus survival," Belfield
said. "Cancer . has four
stages; it's land of the progressive stages of cancer,
stage one being the early
stage and stage four being
the last stage."
Belfield and his team
based their research on a
study they found about
different types of cancer
and their survival rates at
different stages over a
five-year period
"For us, what was quite
compelling was to learn
that in stage four, where
currently the majority of
many types of cancers are
diagnosed, the prognosis
or the percentage of people who survive beyond
five years is small,"
Belfield said. "What's also
interesting is, as one
might expect, as you go
earlier and earlier and
cancer is diagnosed in the
earlier stages, particularly
in stage one, the prognosis
is really good; it's over 90
percent, almost 100 percent of .the people will
survive five years or
more."
The goal of Belfield
and his team is to develop
probes detecting different

Dr. Kevin Belfield's team of researchers and scientists are aiming to develop probes that can detect different markers in the development of tumors.

markers in the development of tumors.
They are also working
on targeting the biomarkers in the vasculature of
the tumors and to develop
probes that target different organelles in cells that
lead to diseases like cancer.
''Until now, most of the
fluorescent probes that
have been developed and
used for biological imaging aren't very stable, and
they undergo what's
called photobleaching
very quickly," Belfield
said. "Meaning, once you
image them, if you go
back to image that same
area, typically that area is
bleached and either you
don't see it or the image
quality is very poor, and if
you were to go back and
image it again you wouldn't see anything.
"So we develop probes
that have high photo stability."
.

Using these probes can
help many individuals
fighting cancer.
Because they allow
early detection, many
people will have the possible opportunity of getting tumors surgically
removed rather than
going
through
chemotherapy or radiation
"It turns out the same
targeting ability we have
to detect the tumors,
we're also looking at these
as being a tool for imageguided surgery," Belfield
said. "So the surgeon,
while they're operating,
can literally scan the nearinfrared light through the
tissue and will be able to
detect the fluorescence
and see where they need
to cut.
"If it only targets
tumor tissue and not
healthy tissue, then that's
how they'll know where
to cut."

"'•~ Cancer fight varies by disease
;

'••

.

'

U.S. cancer rates

By type, per 100,000 people

Colon and rectal
Rates have been falling as a
result of greater screening, which
can result in the detection and
removal of polyps before they
progress to cancer
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Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central ·
Florida Future?
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cancer Is not a single aliment but represants a group of at least 100 diseases.
Trends In incidence rates and death rates differ by type, sometimes dramatically.
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j Earlier detection, improved
treatment lowered death rates;
declines in Incidence linked to
reduced use of hormone
replacement therapy
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Lung
Newer tests seem promising at
detecting earlier stages In high..
risk patients; Improvements in
death rates are attributed almost .
entirely to fewer people smoking
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Prostate
Incidence rates changed in the
19908 because of the blood test for
prostat&-speclfic antigen; advances
In survival may be due to earlier
diagnosis and Improved treatment
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Leukemia
Difficult to diagnose early, and
survival varies by type; advances
in treatment resulted in a dramatic
Improvement in survival for those
with acute lymphocytic leukemia
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Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of.
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
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Are the classes.you need next semester full?
Need a class ·to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus.
·-»

With classes in business, education, psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 11 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.

www.regionalcampuses.ucf.edu
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UCF 24 I BUFFALO 10

STEVEN RVZEWSKI
StaffWriter

C-USAneeds
toimprove
overall before
it gets
recognition

CFF ARCHIVE

Ronnie Weaver helped the Knights pull away from Buffalo on Saturday with two touchdown runs in the fourth quarter.

Weaver's late touchdowns lift
Knights to victory on the road

NEWS&NOTES
WEAVIN'THROUGH TRAFFIC
The Buffalo game was the first time Ronnie
Weaver has had a multi-touchdown game.

CARLOS PINEDA
Football beat writer

Two fourth-quarter touchdown
runs by redshirt junior Ronnie
Weaver gave UCF its first road win
of the season, a 24-10 victory
against Buffalo on Saturday.
The Knights (2-1) broke a 10-10
tie with a 90-yard dtjve capped by
a Weaver 14-yard touchdown run.
Weaver - eight carries for 49
yards - stepped in when the
offense needed an individual to
give UCF a spark.
"I just applaud my offensive line
for opening up the holes there,"
Weaver said in a release. "When
we get a mindset of working
together, we can really do great
things.''

IN GODFREY WE TRUST
Jeff Godfrey became the first UCF quarterback
to win .on the road in his first-career start since
Ryan Schneider at Eastern Michigan on Sept.

After stopping the Bulls (1-2)
cold with a 4-yard loss on fourth
and 1, UCF sealed the game on a 1yard Weaver touchdown.
UCF head coach George
O'Leary named freshman Jeff Godfrey the starter right before kickoff.
In his first start, Godfrey led the
Knights to a field goal in the team's
opening possession.
He would struggle in the middle
periods before guiding the UCF
offense to the two rushing touchdowns late in the fol.1$ quarter.
"For a true freshman to do what
he did, that's unbelievable,"
O'Leary said in a release. 'We saw
some youth out there with him at

30,2000.

FIRST OF THE SEASON
The Knights recorded their first two turnovers
of the season Saturday with interceptions by
Bruce Miller and Reggie Wearns.

times, but he settled .down, and
when we had to make plays, he
made them."
Godfrey went 15 of 24 for 130
passing yards and rushed for 44
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A9

Albeit in ugly fashion,
UCF escapes Buffalo
DANNY AIELLO
Sports Editor

•
•
•
•

As cliche as it is, the
saying goes "A win is a
win," and this seemed to
prove true again for the
UCF football team,
which escaped with a 2410 win against the University of Buffalo on Saturday.
Every quarter seemed
to be an adventure for the
Knights, who jumped out
to an early lead on a Nick
Cattoi 39-yard field goal,
only to watch drive after
drive stall, eventually
leading to a 3-3 game
when Buffalo's A.J.
Principe nailed a 27yarder.
Bruce Miller than
seemed to reignite the
Knights when a pass
dropped .into his hands
and the senior ran 30
yards for the go-ahead

cepted Buffalo quarterback Jerry Davis' pass at
the goal line as time
expired in the first half,
and UCF went into the
locker room with all the
momentum.
But UCF seemed to
forget to come out in the
third quarter. .
Rob Calabrese led the
Knights onto the field
instead of starter Jeff
Godfrey.
Calabrese lasted two
series - both three-andouts - before Godfrey
replaced him. Godfrey
remained in for the
remainder of the game.
Godfrey finished 15 of
24 for 130 yards and no
touchdowns. He also carried 13 times for 44 yards.
The outlook was not
pretty for the Knights
however, tied at 10 with
justl;lnore than nine min-

_ /

KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jeff Godfrey, who made his first start Saturday, will have to be on his game
against a tough Kansas State team on the road•

utes to go in the game.
It was here Godfrey
led a 15-play, 90-yard
drive that ended when ·
Ronnie Weaver plowed
into the end zone from 14
yards out to cap off a
drive that lasted more
than seven minutes.
The ensuing~)3uffalo

L

-

-

.J- -

-

_J i...,
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.__ _1. _._

drive ended when the
Knights snuffed out a
screen pass on fourth and
l and blew up the .receiver in the backfield
Weaver would add
another
touchdown,
bringing UCF's lead to 14
PLEASE SEE

If UCF fans think they're alone in
their quest for national recognition
and respect, well, they're wrong.
The very conference UCF plays
in is fighting the same fight. Yes,
Conference USA is looking for the
same brand of relevance as the
Knights. And, like the Knights often
have in the past, C-USA seems to
have an inclination toward shooting
itself in the foot.
Sure, once in a while a C-USA
team will knock off a BCS power
and everyone gets a little excited,
but for the most part, we get what
happened two weeks ago with Marshall blowing a 21-6 fourth-quarter
lead against West-Virginia.
There's a glimmer of hope, with
Southern Miss manharidling Kansas
Friday night.
Heck, East Carolina even had
beleaguered Virginia Tech on the
ropes for a few quarters. Then the
Pirates ended up losing by double
digits.
Then we get the rest ofwhat
happened this past weekend, what
with Oklahoma State of the Big XII
destroying 1\tlsa 65-28, Northwestern of the Big Ten beating Rice 3013, and C-USA's current flagship
school, No. 23 Houston, getting
worked by an unranked Pac-10
opponent in UCLA 3H3.
It's kind of like when the Knights
almost beat Texas a few seasons
ago, and almost beat South Florida
two seasons ago, and probably
should have beat NC State last
week. For Conference USA and for
the Knights, almost simply doesn't
count. ,
Most Knight fans are convinced
that the program needs to move to a
BCS conference to achieve.the level
of prominence and cahber of
recruits it needs to contend.in the
bigger picture: But what few have
considered is the idea of the conference UCF is already in, the idea of
C-USA gaining some respect, making a case for an automatic-qualifying BCS bid of its qwn. .
Why else are there these rumors
of a C-USA merger with the Mountain West Conference? The only
reasoning would be a bid, a conference championship that really matters on, the larger scale.
The reality is UCF isn't the only
school in the-conference wanting
bigger things. Far from it.
Memphis? East Carolina?
They're both making pitches to be
in the Big East. Houston? UTEP?
1Wsa?
Don't think they wouldn't love to
join the Big XII or Pac-10. And don't
think Marshall wouldn't love to
regain a level of national prominence it once had And doormat
Tulane? A little more than.a decade
ago they went 12-0 and were ranked
seventh in the country, with the
point being there's still a lot of
potential in this conference
(although I wouldn't hold my breath
for a Tulane repeat).
The conference has had teams
play well; ECU and Houston have
both been ranked in the Top 25 in
recent years, just never at the same
time. The parity of C-USA resembles that of the NFL One year
you're down, the next you're in the
running for conference champ.
Maybe if for a few seasons more
than one or two teams in the conference actually played well
throughout the entirety of the season, maybe the conference would
have a case for that automatic qualifying bid
Houston, Tulsa, Southern Miss,
ECU and UCF are all programs
whose fan bases are certain they're
on the verge of something bigger. If
they could all be good at the same
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Volleyball

Defense comes to the rescue Knights look to

FROM AS

yards.
A week after the Knights rushed
for 95 yards against NC State, six
different players combined for 158
yards against the Bulls.
Four players carried the ball
eight or more times: Weaver (8),
Godfrey {13), Brendan Kelly (9) and
Jonathan Davis (8)
Defensively, UCF recorded its
first turnover of 2010 when senior
defensive end Bruce Miller intercepted Buffalo quarterback Jerry
Davis and returned it 30 yards for
the score.
Senior Reggie Weams added the
second interception and turnover
of the game on the last play of the
second quarter.
The UCF defense allowed 326

yards of offense, the most it has
given up all season.
For the most part, the Knights
defense kept the Bulls out of the
end zone, allowing one offensive
score midway through the third
quarter to tie the game.
"It was a good win," O'Leary
said "Defensively we hung in there.
Got some turnovers, got some big
plays."
The Knights improved to 7-1 alltime against the Bulls.
For O'Leary, this is the third time
at UCF he has started 2-1.
UCF must now travel to Manhattan. Kansas, on Saturday to take on
Kansas State in the Knights' final
non-conference game of the season.
Saturday's game will be the
Knights' first meeting with the
Wildcats.

get back on track
SEAN SIMON

and giving him two touchdowns and 49 yards on
eight carries.
·

WhyUCFwon:
The Defense. Despite
giving up 326 yards, the
defense had a bend-butdon't-break
mentality
allowing Buffalo to come
away with only 10 points
while
forcing
two
turnovers and sacking
Davis.four times.
The defense was especially stingy in the fourth

CFF ARCHIVE

Jeff Godfrey, making his first career start, went
15-of-24 for 130 yards.

quarter, when it mattered
the most, only allowing 65
total yards, including to
stops on fourth down.

off on the 14-yard line and
suddenly a hole opened
up so big he could have
walked into the end zone.

The momentum changer:

The deal sealer:

When the Knights got
the ball with 2:02 left in
the third, nobody in the
stadium could have predicted what was to come.
Behind a poised Godfrey, the Knights moved
the ball 90 yards in 15
plays, chewing up more
than seven minutes on the
clock.
Weaver took the liand-

Weaver's
second
touchdown, a I-yard run,
gave the Knights a 14point lead with three minutes to play, basically
ensuring the victory.

Noteworthy:
Godfrey became the
first UCF quarterback to
win on the road in his
first-career start since

Ryan Schneider at Eastern
Michigan on Sept. 30,
2000.
For the third time
under George O'Leary,
UCF has started 2-1.
Each of the first two
(2007 and 2009) led to
bowl berths.
The Knights have
scored on their past 14
red-zone possessions dating back to last year's
UAB game on Nov. 28.
UCF is 10 for 10 in the
red zone this year, with
nine touchdowns and one
field goal.

Become better if you want the BCS
FROM AS

time, 'or even most of
them, C-USA might just
start to get the respect it's
been looking for since it
was founded in 1995, and
so would its teams.
So that's why, I suggest
rooting for your confer-

ence opponents when
they're 'playing their outof-conference schedules.
Because when Southern
Miss beats Kansas, it
means a little more if
UCF beats Southern Miss.
And when Tulsa gets
wrecked by Oklahoma
State, or when Marshall

....
..

Weaver carries Knights to victory
FROM AS

son held down the back
court with 31 and 21 digs,
respectively, a career-high
The volleyball team fell for Harrison.
to 7-5 after dropping three
Setter Rachel Vukson
matches during the week- marked 54 assists in addiend at the Chattanooga tion to her career-high
...~
...
Classic in Tennessee.
five service aces. ,
The Knights fought
The Knights faced Belthrough 12 sets of neck- mont to finish the double
and-neck play, losing only header and were swept in
"'
one set by more than four straight sets just out of
points.
reach.
"The good thing is that
Fisher recorded her
against some very good 18th consecutive match
•
Iii
teams we put ourselves in with 10 or more kills with
position to win almost a match-best 13.
every single set," head
True freshman setter
coach Todd Dagenais said Marie Reiterova marked
•
in a release. ·~ct we made her first career double•
some crucial errors at double with 28 assists and
...• .
some very inopportune 11 digs in the loss.
times.
"This was such a hard
"But it comes with weekend for us to deal
more experience, more with and understand,
game play and it comes because as the game
•
with more quality training scores showed we liad
"
opportunities that we will · opportunities to win
"'
•
break through.".
every set that we lost,"
"
In the first match Dagenais said in a release.
"'
against James Madison, ·~d that is something
the Knights had a season- that is weighing very
"
high 10.5 total blocks.
heavily on the players'
Junior Kristin Fisher minds.I think that it is
1,,
had a double-double with important that when you
a match-high 16 kills and struggle you don't get lost
five blocks. Fisher was in how you feel.
also named to Chat"You need to go baclf to ·
tanooga Classic ·All-Tour- the basics and back to
nament team
your process and try to
Saturday, the Knights rebuild the things that are
•
faced host Chattanooga in hurting you piece-by•
a five-set heartbreaker.
piece. And that is exactly
After flattening the what we are going to do."
I!'
fl
Moes in the first set 25-8,
The volleyball team
!'
"'
UCF took the second set will return to act ion on
for what looked like an Thursday an.d Friday in a
easy sweep.
pair of matches on the
Three sets of multiple road against the Marshall
Iii
·"•
lead changes ended in a Thundering Herd, their
fifth set upset in favor of first Conference USA
.,
the Moes.
matches of the season.
Fisher posted a careerThe Knights will return
high 25 kills in the match.
home Oct. 3 to play Rice
Sophomores Meredith and Oct. 9 and 10 against
Murphy and Dani Harri- ECU.
Volleyball beat writer

likewise gets beat by
Bowling Green, well, it
means a little less ifUCF
beats those teams.
Because ultimately,
until UCF actually signs
with a BCS conference,
what's good for Confer- ·
ence USA is what's good
for the Knights.

And in a year when the
ACC and Big East are
looking anything but
impressive,.it'Q. be a great
opportunity for a conference to gain some
ground.
That's only if it can
stop shooting itself in the
foot.
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OUR STANCE

Adult ads have a
place on Internet
A

s student journalists, proprietors from this kind
it's no secret that we of persecution.
hate to see a big
The act states "no
black censored bar or a
provider or user of an interblurred-out body part.
active computer service
shall be treated as the pubThis concept applies to
art, music and even
lisher or speaker of any
Craigslist.
information provided by
For those of you who
another information condon't solicit sex on the
tent provider."
Internet or just don't pay
In other words, if someattention, the popular webone were to advertise an
site Craigslist has been
illegal act under the adult
fighting a legal battle for tlie services section, Craigslist
past year concerning its
can't be held responsible.
highly controversial "adult
There are simply too
services" section.
many ads and services for
For $10, anyone with a
Craigslist - or any other
credit card could place an
similar website - to invesad for anything from mastigate every ad before
sages to stripteases.
allowing them to be posted.
Prosecutors and state
However, if Craigslist
attorneys general claimed
had knowledge that the ad
that these ads were thinly
was for an illegal service,
veiled ploys for prostitution then by law, they would be
- an obviously illegal act in required to take it down
most states.
and report it to law officials.
The argument presented
"Craigslist discoqtinued
its adult services section on by the attorneys general
Sept. 3, 2010, and there are
was that the section prono plans to reinstate the
moted prostitution, sexual
category," said William
trafficking and exploitation,
Clinton Powell, director of
although they did acknowlcustomer and law enforce- . edge that Craigslist had the
ment relations at Craigslist.
legal upper-hand in what
At first, Craigslist stood
turned into a moral battle.
Craigslist ultimately forits ground and wouldn't
remove the content, then a
feited its freedom of speech
few weeks ago the section
due to harassment by state
was covered by a black bar
attorneys general - specifithat read "censored" in bold cally Henry McMaster of
white letters. Now they've
South Carolina - as well as
given up completely and
advocacy groups and even
media companies like CNN.
taken it down.
Although the content of
One aspect they didn't
the section may have been a touch on, however, is that
bit risque, the ad placement Craigslist is extremely
was not illegal and
cooperative with law
Craigslist shouldn't be held
enforcement in helping to
responsible.
catch those responsible for
The Communications
prostitution and sex crimes.
Decency Act of 1996 was
"Those who formerly
created to protect website
posted 'adult services' ads

on Craigslist will now
advertise at countless other
venues. It is our sincere
hope that law enforcement
and advocacy groups will
find helpful partners there,"
Powell said.
In fact, the New York
Times reported that traffic
to other sites that allow
advertisement for adult
services has·spiked this
month, and whether those
sites will be as cooperative
as Craigslist remains to be
seen.
We don't believe that
taking down the adult services section is going to
cause a drop in prostitution
or sex crimes.
As horrible as the acts
may be, they've been occurring long before Craigslist
was created, and they'll continue long after it's gone.
Instead, law enforcement
just lost an opportunity to
set up sting operations or
investigate suspicious ads to
try to prevent anyone from
getting hurt.
We also can't ignore that
not all the ads promoted
illegal acts.
It's perfectly legal to have
a stripper at a bachelor
party or hire someone for a
sensual massage.
We'll be extremely disappointed if other websites
follow in the path of
Craigslist instead of defending their right to be as
raunchy as they choose.
We think Craigslist
should have stood up for its
freedom of speech instead
of leing bullied into surrendering not only its rights,
but the rights of those who
intended to post legitimate
ads for legal-acts.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralAoridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

A diverse mind
is college's boon
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wo things you don't
talk about at a party:
religion and politics.
It's a rule most of us
abide by to try to avoid
angering a colleague or
friend, but some are suggesting that college students in
particular need to broaden
their horizons and strive to
find opinions different than
their own.
A study released last
week by the Association of
American Colleges and Universities has found that
many members of campus
communities feel their institutions do not encourage
diverse perspectives, and
those surveyed feel that's a
problem that needs to be
addressed.
''.Across all four groups
surveyed [students, faculty,
academic administrators
and student affairs professionals], respondents strongly agree that engaging difference should be an essential
- not optional - outcome
of college," the report read
"Th ere is a troubling gap on
campuses between aspiration and reality."
.4. The AAC&U dother

experts emphasize the
importance of forming opinions based on fact and
research, not stereotypes or
hearsay.
This means you should
read several newspapers both conservative and liberal - engage in intellectual
debate with people you may
not agree with and in general keep yourself savvy on
local and n ational occurrences.
With more than 400 registered student organizations at UCF, no matter what
you like - or dislike, for
that matter - there are
plenty of opportunities to
find a view different from
your own.
There are groups focused
on religion, sports, education and even a zombie
defense club.
We encourage you to
break out of your comfort
zone and not b e so quick to
tune out any information
you may find offensive.
In accordance with this,
we also hope that you will
be respectful and courteous
to those with p erspectives
different than yo(ks.

Of the students surveyed
in the AAC&U study, only
35.6 percent strongly agreed
with the statement that it is
safe to hold unpopular positions on campus.
Although we do understand that it may take some
courage, we feel no one
should be afraid to express
themselves or stand up for
what they believe in.
Luckily our campus is
known for its free speech
area, p eriodic displays and
many other opportunities to
get educated and form an
opinion. ·
As students, it's our job to
take advantage of these
opportunities.
Explore some of the
tables set up near the Student Union, listen to those
preaching in the free-sp eech
area. or even find a worthy
cause and set something up
yourse1£
College is about being
open-minded and exploring
bound~es, and if you want
to be sure to get the best
education p ossible, it's
essential that you take time
to appreciate a different
point of view.
~

DREW SHENEMAN / THE STAR LEDGER

Being employed is a
blessing, not a curse
Those of us who have
Are you one of those
jobs at the moment are
people who is always
very much what I like to
complaining about their
call lucky.
job? Or maybe you have
Some people don't
a friend who does?
understand a good thing
Well, I have news for
until it's taken away
you and your friend: If
from them.
you have a job, you betThose who don't
ter stop complaining
have jobs can someand start being grateful.
I can't even count
JORDAN SWANSON
times get offended when
Guest Columnist
those who do have them
how many of my friends
take them for granted
on Facebook complain
via their statuses every day about
I would know, after being
having to go in to work.
unemployed for the past eight
· Is it really that grueling to go do months.
some mild labor in exchange for
Trust me, if you don't want your
pay that will cover your food or
job, someone else out there will
rent, or even both? I don't think so. gladly take it off of your hands.
It breaks my heart when people
I recently found a job and can't
· even express how thankful I am
who are in dire need of a job to
for the opportunity.
support their families aren't able to
Places are harsh. If you don't
find one, and yet there are counthave tht; key to all hiring manless college students who have
agers' hearts - experience - then jobs and aren't even thankful for
they won't even consider you as a
them.
possible employee.
I'm not trying to sound like a
After being unsuccessful in job
grumpy person who is out to get
hunting for the past eight months,
those who aren't being thankful for
I finally found so;QJ.ewhere to work, what th«:_y lµlve in life -: rn:i act_ubut you won't hear any job comally a very humble person ..:... but I
plaints coming from me.
do want to milke a point.
.
More than ever, college stuHaving a job at this day in time,
dents are trying to get and mainduring this recession, is something
tain jobs to pay for things their
to cherish and be proud of. .
parents can no longer contribute
People are being laid off left
toward; some are even helping
and right on a daily basis. People
their parents out with bills.
are having to file for bankruptcy.
The unemployment rate for
People are having their posses~ orida is at 11.5 percent, according sions, like cars and even homes,
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
taken away from them because
Retail salespersons and cashiers they can't make en<;ls meet.
are at the top of the occupation list
It's a depressing re_,ality to be
for having the highest rate of
forced to boldly face.
employment. While occupations
One day, everything will start
like truck drivers and elementary
falling back into place and people's
school teachers are at the bottom
economic states will be mertqed.
of the list.
. But until that day arrives, all we
According to the Monthly Labor can do is be appreciative .of what
Review's regional trends, the 2009
we have in our lives, especially
annual average percentage of mul- those with jobs, and stop comtiple jobholders in Florida was 4.2
plaining about something as silly
percent.
as making money.
So 4.2 percent of employed perSo, next time you feel like .
sons h~'re more than on~ job whet? expressing how much you hate
more man a 10th of Flcinda's popu- your job, remember how many
lation doesn't even have one.
other people would do anything to
Sounds like crazy talk to me.
be in your position.

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARESAYING
\

Crist reaches
out too late
At least h e has the gall and
balls to make the tough choices.
Better late then never, and way to
go governor!

diabetes is, the effects of it, how to
treat and prevent it," said Crown,
UCF physician assistant and clinician."
Unfortunately, there is no way
to prevent Type 1 diabetes. Perhaps some more training is in
order.
- ANONYMOUS

- CHRIS

Health services offers Homecoming gives an
diabetes program
opportunity to reflect
''We want to teach these students tonight about what Type 1
diabetes is, the effects of it, how to
treat and prevent it," said Cronyn,
UCF physician assistant and clinician."
I sure hope this was a misquote. I suspect so, as it makes no
sense to have a great program for
Type 1 diabetics and net know
that no one can prevent Type 1
from manifesting itself.

-

Correction: You can't kick off a
new year with events in midOctober. That's why there is Welcome Week. Homecoming is not a
start to an academic year, its a
mid-semester celebration

-

- ANONYMOUS

Teaching from Africa
This UCF project also has an

-ANONYMOUS "Interactive South Africa" infor-

''We want to teach these studentstonightaboutwhatType l

mational website at
www.intxinc.com; check it out.
- ANONYMOUS
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.....

Online, phone, fax, ·
in person:

r'

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m.·Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

''

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

(.

---

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

r·

CLASSIFICATIONS

100
125
150
175
200

Rm
HelpWanted:General
C
HelpWanted:Part-T1111e C
HelpWanted:Full-Tme C

RATES
~

325 ForSale:Automotive
350 ForSale:General
375 For Sale: Pets

B
B
A
B

A

A

BusinessOpportunities
For Rent Homes
225 ForRentAparbnents

B
B
B

400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
A
B

700 Worship

B

800

B
B

Miscellaneow
900 Wanted

Rate(
$}9
$J3

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day
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suldolku
9 3
CPuz:delby.._,...,,
6
3 1
4 Fill in the grid so
that every row,
4
6
8
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
4
9
6
5
through 9 with no
repeats.
2
Monday puzzle:
4
7
8 Easy/eve/
5
Thursday puzzle:
4
3
5
Hard/eve/
2
8 1
4
9 7
3
1

100
Driver&CDL-A divers. f\b
experieroe, ro pttiem! Need
rrore trarirg? We ca, r,e\:>. M.JSt
be Z3. (888)632-6230.
www.J:Ji1Wltrans.oom

OTR Drivers Wa,ied - Food ga:le
Trier Drivers Needoo. Class ACOL wAalka-et d:lrsen ient
Corrl)E!litive pay, Berefrls,
Gia-a-iea:! tine off Prefer~
experieroe. (OCO}f,69-6816
www.~ o o m

Merdie's Frozen Ycg.irt

u

is roll tng its Wirer Pak
~ lcx:a!bn qietirg i7
Ck1ooer: E-mal rerune a-xl
day,hgltavaW!yi>
v.napa1<amers@rnerd"ies.oom.
www.~oom.

0.l.nerti1a"ci1J: (OC0)810-1500
www.wilct:alkrd>.oom

STUDENT SPECIAL
Braid reN FULL size mattress set
$169. Freefnme. QUEEN
mattress pus box $189. \'\/tie
cµnities la& Cal 407-484-1182

NaliorrNi'.le 06'1iocalions a-xl l..oca
J:Jb F'oolrnentAssistrrel
(877)994-9904

DRIVER&-ASAP! New Pay
h:reasel 37-43 qxn Fuel Boros Lp t>4q:m! NeedCDL-A&3roost

Rooms avaL far senior a

meltnn..d<.oom

!J'8dualestudent in inmacuale

BARTENDERS WANTED.
~ a day IXAEfllial. f'O
Elq:)erierre Nocessay. Tranrg
Pro\lded. ~ 18 + OK
OC0-966652) ext 1(J1

32 home llllll" UCF. $400'mo. + 1/3
util. No pets please. Avail asap.
Call 407-700-o098.

AIRLINES ARE HIRING -Trci1 b'
ttjl ~flviaoon ~

Gaeer. FM~pogmt

Fn!nial Eid if cµidied - 1-busi"g
availa!E. CAU.A\iatiJn lnsutue
a Mai1llnrce (866)3143769

BlN to/OLJNTAIN LAND NOW!
l..cM'estpi::eseven N.C. Bl)001
City 250CJes, specla::lD"'ABWS,
pe!',00 roa:1. 1-igl atiWe. Easly
amssije, SEdxled. $45,CXXl.

Hea&/vJ06S-Re:n,ii>v.ak?
3 w e e k ~ ptgall.
Hards on ern,iarnert

recent OTR (877)258a782 www.-

NEW llm\Qcxl SAWMIUS1..i.rrtJerMae- ta-des bgs 34"
<hrtaer, rrls boards 2ff wi:le.
Auonm3d Q . n ( ~
raeases efli::iErcy i.p u <10%1
www.N::lMoodSawrris.can/.nJN
(OC0)001-7746 Ext :mN

Roon

GcM9rrmentSjxxmrecl Progan
&qa:t Ycu Electoc BiMJst Be
A Hanle ONna; (1'b
Renas) Get a $3,CXXl.OO tax
aedt- 2011 Cal 1(877)79Hl142

$LawSl.it Cash.$ Mva-o.s.
Wcug fa- a legal setllernen? Get
Cash NOW! l..cM'est Fees! Fast
~ ! (888}495-a931

NATIONALARMS SHOW GUii
SHOW SEPf 25-26 SA1 S'5 &
SL.tJ. 10-5All.ANTA EXPO
CENTER (3650JONESBORO RD
SE) EXIT #ff5 OFF ~285

BlN-SELL-TRADE INFO:
(563)927-8176
WEDOING PL.ANt-lNG
CERT1FICA110N COUlSE
NOV. 13TH-1ffli
Crowne Plam Ortando
Seals are filing up fast
Reserve yan IDday!
NOTICE: Calrg tis rurtJer wl
stq,a}Q.J to HUGE savi"gs on
starev.m a:Mlltisrg i7 <:Her 100
~ - Advel1isirg Netmr1<s
a Fbida. Put us to 'Mllku- You!
(866)742-1373
www.fl:lrida.<:lassoom.

u rent i7 a 3.25

1DMrouse i7 Waerbd Lakes.
Ga!al en1Jy, baskettJa! CXllJ1s,
a-o !XXJI.$400 per m:nti + 1,s a
the uities. CalArglla b' rrore
inloonaoon 407-9ID4827

Drivers - F<X)() TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED OTR
po50015~ NOW!CDL-A
w/Trier REQD. OJslEnrg
pay & Benefits! Cal a rocruter
TODAY! (877)484-3)42
www.~ o o m
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BA.ARON IT SEFr\/lCES: CALL
FOR A FREE QUOTE
(386) 500-7950 ConµiEr Repair
u VIRUSES, SLOW
COMPUTERS, SPYWARE
REMOVAL, Dala recoJe!YfaDELETEDAND MISSING FILES
VERY REASONAB..E RATES!!
0..ried i7 Det:K? Worn t) Saw
Tu:lusa-ds & Eirrinate Ycu Debt
i.p il 00'/o? We Cai HB.P! Cal
NOW fa- a FREE C-onsr.Jlalion!
(888)400,3167 Raled "A" v.ith the
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CARDoEBT?

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

www.TheBridalSodety.org
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OONATE YOUR VEH!a..E
RECEIVE $1CXXl GROCERY
COUPON UNITED BREAST
CAI\CER FOUNDATION Free
McrlvrqJans, BreastCcralr hk>
www.l.td.ilb FREETc,,w-g, Tax
Decu:tli!, fo..hn.lurrers
~
-(888)468-f,964.
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

real estate auctions
Florida Home Auctions Sep 21 - Oct 8
N'omr,,s, Opening srd!I
m;im $f,OOO

krdet.aiu.. ~

williamsaucticn.to-m
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7pm CAB presents Grocery Stare Bingo. Bingo is
the name of the game. Free groceries are the
prizes! Have fun and get fedl Brooklyn Pizza

,.,~!~~~,·,

11:30am VUCF presents COMMlmE INTEREST
SESSION! If you are interested in getting actively
involved with a VUCF social issue please attend
this info session! SU, 220

·,-: J.IJ

~l!IPJ
Knights Give Back
Registration is Now
Up! Far more
information and ta
register for your
site please ga ta:
volunteerucf.com

9am-4pm
Homecoming 20ta Can eBox Top Collection~ ,
Come donate can and box taps to benefit the Boys and ·
Girls Club and the UCF Creative School far Children. Lake
1pm KoRT presents ~~~~
Claire Visit http://www.ucfhc.com for more
"Make it Rein on your
7pm SGA
information.
, RSO: ALeadership
Senate
Workshop."
Meeting, SU .
SU 218AB
218
:

Office af Student Involvement
Division of Student Oevelapme'nt and
Enrollment Services
For ADA eccommadatians, contact OSI

•

•
•

• •

"for Illustrative purposes only. Dols not rellact events experienced by an adual participant.
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